A Soil Fumigation Company is seeking a Pest Control Advisor (Salesperson) to work in the Central Coast area, from Oxnard to Watsonville. The duties are: supervising fumigation applications, writing worksite plans, and writing recommendations.

Other skills necessary are: Computer skills, mapping, and possessing the ability to communicate in Spanish and English are a plus. The ideal candidate will have a valid California Pest Control advisor’s License in categories A,B,C and E and a Qualified Applicators License in category O. If the Licenses or categories are not met. Then a reasonable time period will be allowed to obtain the categories after the date of hire.

Additionally, while Soilfume Inc. realizes that the candidate will not possess the skills necessary to do the job immediately, a good attitude, clean driving record (No DUI’s) and the enthusiasm to perform the job duties is very important, we will train the right person.

Working in the environment of Soil Fumigation is never boring and this maybe a lifetime opportunity for the qualified candidate; we offer a 401K, full medical benefits and a company vehicle.

E-Mail Resumes at: soilfume@yahoo.com or call (408) 482-4401

Sincerely;

Dave Frye